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About This Game

Chosen 2 is a heroic RPG sequel to Chosen.

After defeating Akuma, Edge is left behind in a chaotic underworld. Left to wonder if Edge is alive or dead, Edge's companions
Serenity, Misty, and Trinity fear the worst has happened.

Edge awakens in the underworld lost and alone. While exploring a way to escape, Edge hears a voice of his past and discovers
his mother's spirit Ayaka. Together with their trusted maiden Sakae, Edge and his mother try to find his lost father's spirit in the

hope of helping Edge escape.

During this investigation, Edge's party will uncover a dangerous plot by the lords of the underworld to take over the world
above.

Will you be able to stop the plot to take over the world and find your father? Will the Chosen survive?
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This was painful to play. Not as painful as Destiny Warriors, but still pretty painful. This entire game takes place right after the
end of the first game as you Edge 'the chosen one' have to escape from the Underworld with the help of your dead mother, and
father, and this girl that feels like a secretary. This game is woefully shorter than the first, has even less combat, there is hardly
any reward for exploring (there's like 2 side paths in the entire game leading to treasure equivalent to what you can buy in the
shop), and the final boss is just blugh.

The finale was the least impactful I've ever seen mainly due to the characters not having much development since the first game,
and due to the length of time before the previous entry and this one I forgot who all these people were. Plus the finale you don't
even get a chance to re equip your new characters before the final boss, in which kills your entire party in 2 attacks and since
you don't have a healer anymore you will be constantly tossing healing items hoping that edge can perform his super move 3
times due to how overpowered it is.

And the worst part is after the 3 form final boss (which isn't needed due to how bad this game is) there's a big long scene, and
then a text scroll, after the text scroll something is coded wrong CAUSING AN IMMEDIATE GAME OVER! Which means
you have to refight the 3 stage boss fight all over again!. I enjoyed this game. The story was decent but feels rush. This game
was quicker to finish then the previous game. The achievements was easy to get as long as you battle as you go. I didn't need to
buy much more items then what they gave on the map. I recommend this game to anyone who wants a quick game or to get easy
achievements.. Good gameplay, best story since black ops 2. And i got nice hard♥♥♥♥♥♥from game. Would recemeben to
family and u
my frioend. I really love RPG games, and decided to give this a chance because they were on sale really cheap. This is some
creepy pervy stuff. Can't recommend unless you are a perv.. Chosen 2 is the sequel to The Chosen RPG. After the events of that
game, Edge must find his father's spirit to have a chance to escape the Underworld. At the same time, the rest of his crew must
deal with dark rumblings as other dark forces make their prescence known.

This game was worth every penny I paid for it. Though, considering I bought it with a coupon.. I vry muts like first gem. I buyed
2cond one bcuz of fist one! I ricomand tis gem to evrione
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Anime is good. Game is bad!. The first one was quite enjoyable. A couple points were definitely improved. However, the ease
of play is drastically diminished. It is a mess when it comes difficulty balancing. Overall, Extremely difficult to start without
grinding, let alone finish. Towards the end, you given a change of situation, which only serves to make it nigh impossible to
beat...without having a perfect run of 'luck'.. Chosen 2 is a rpg, it have good controls and I found this one great example of a
good sequel, this game still dificult for new rpg players like chosen 1, but I liked this one more for its new awesome cloth
breaking mechenic and good level design.

+amazing soundtrack
+really hard
+classic turn based rpg
+great story

10/10. I think it was very very short we buy the game to play for awhile not in half of a day playing it, I love the RPG games an
this was the shortest game ever I plpayed. That was it? Could have been much better/longer.... The first game was short, easy,
boring, cliched. This game is worse in nearly every regard. The only thing I'll give it a tiny bit of credit for is it's a slightly more
interesting premise, but only barely. It's also less balanced; you can get wiped in the first 20 minutes or so due to overly strong
enemies compared to your level, but then it's a cakewalk because the enemies hardly change until the last 10 minutes. Whatever,
just don't buy this thing. Even if you are a total perv, which I respect, 5 images of partially dressed women is not worth your
time.
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